OFF THE FLOOR
Books, art, movies, etc...
Words: KIRSTY ALLISON

QUIET, PLEASE!
Shawn Lee first signed to the Talkin’ Loud label
ages ago, creating an album which never got
released, but which led to a cover version by
first wave ‘we can all be popstars now’ singer,
Will Young. Not bad. The long-haired lover with
Lebanese, Irish and Native-American blood
was born in Wichita and now resides in London.
He’s created 34 albums, has frequently
released on US-rare beats label, Ubiquity, and
his Soho Radio show marks a passion for craterifling, and the weird and wonderful.
Lee has collaborated with artists ranging
from Mark Jones to Tim ‘Love’ Lee, Lana
Del Rey, Amy Winehouse, Alicia Keys,
Princess Superstar and Money Mark, and his
commercial work has included various ads and
brand collabs. His skills proliferate, and he
recognised Paul Elliot and Sean Lamberth of
HutTwenty9 Films (who Off The Floor featured
for their film on uber-producer Youth) as
the correct appointees to create a feature
documentary about a much-maligned art:
making library music…
The concept of the film?
Lee: “I wanted to shine a light on the
wonderful and mysterious world of library
music, and all the geniuses that made it. I felt
the story needed to told and documented,
especially while a lot of the original musicians
or composers like Alan Hawkshaw, Keith
Mansfield [and] Brian Bennett are still walking
on this planet. These guys are unsung heroes
to me and to many others as well.”
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What is library music?
“Simply put, library music is off the shelf,
ready-made mood music made for use in
media: film, TV, ads. It’s parallel universe
music that sounds a bit like something you’ve
heard before, but is a little bit more quirky and
special. The music is right under our noses, but
firmly implanted in our ears.”
Why did you want to make it?
“Because this is a movie I wanted to see, and
I realised no-one else was going to ever make
it, so it was up to me to make it happen. Sean
and Paul (HutTwenty9) organically came along
and helped turn my long-time dream into a
cinematic reality. What an experience!”
Who’s in it?
“We’ve got quite a lot of the British giants of
library: Alan Hawkshaw, Alan Parker, Keith
Mansfield, John Cameron, Nick Ingram,
Barbara Moore and Brian Bennett for starters.
We’ve also got some heavy Italian hitters like
composers Stefano Torossi, Sandro Brugnolini,
members of I Marc 4 and we visited Piero
Umiliani’s studio The Sound Workshop in
Rome. We interviewed the infamous French
studio sharks Slim Pezin, Marc Chantereau
and Matt Camison at Bernard Estardy’s CBE
studio in Paris. We also went to LA and
interviewed producers, DJs and musicians like
Adrian Younge, Cut Chemist, Mike Wallace,
Johnny Basil and AM & Ole Georg of the Mood
Media Library. There are loads more DJs and
musicians we interviewed that appear in the
film. It was an absolutely EPIC journey.”

Your greatest discovery during production?
“I realised on a personal level that I was very
much like these old school musicians, in both
my workflow and mind-set. They would always
say they didn’t like to take holidays. They’d
rather work, and when they did holiday, they
would buy instruments in the country and
bring them back to make music with. I’m
exactly the same.”
The tagline to the film is: ‘The music you
know, the stories you don’t’. Five things of
fifty we’d learn through watching Library
Music?
“1. Library records are really rare. There
weren’t many pressed in the first place, and
the libraries themselves binned most of their
vinyl in the ’80s when they switched over
to CD. These records were never released
commercially, so they are a vinyl collector’s
dream, or nightmare.
2. Some of the coolest music ever made was
library music from the ’70s and early ’80s. The
best library music is the BEST music.
3. Library records are expensive!
4. You’ve grown up with this music, and never
thought about who did it. Or where it came
from.
5. You will finally understand what library
music is — and it’s not something that you
check out from your local library.”
For screenings and further information:
•facebook.com/LibraryMusicFilm/
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